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BS75K
Low Oil-Bleeding Thermal Conductive Gel

Features-
•Thermal conductivity:3.0W/m*K   
•Naturally tacky for ease of  manufacture  
•Highly compliant    
•Low thermal impedance  
•Available in a range of  thicknesses 

Typical Applications-
•Notebook computers    
•Heat pipe assemblies    
•TV hardware    
•Automotive electronics
• Mobile devices 
•High speed mass storage drives
•Set top box   
•IP CAM

Specifications-
•Sheet form   
•Die-cut parts

LiPOLY BS75K is a soft thermally conduc-
tive gap filler. With a thermal conductivity 
of  3.0 W/m*K and a low thermal imped-
ance, BS75K is suitable for a wide range 
of  applications. This product can be 
supplied as standard sheets, custom 
die-cuts or custom molded parts making 
it suitable for a wide range of  applica-
tions. BS75K is also UL 94V-0 approved 
and REACH and RoHS compliant.
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Oil Bleeding-

Oil absorbing sheets Oil bleeding width is 6 mm

BS75K
Oil

Compression 50%
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PROPERTY

Color

Surface tack 2-side/1-side

Thickness

Density

Hardness

Application temperature

ELECTRICAL

Dielectric breakdown

Surface resistivity

Volume resistivity

THERMAL

Thermal Conductivity

Thermal impedance@10psi

Thermal impedance@30psi

Thermal impedance@50psi
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Typical Properties-
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ASTM D5470 modify
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COMPRESSION@1.0mm

Deflection @10 psi

Deflection @20 psi

Deflection @30 psi

Deflection @40 psi

Deflection @50 psi
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All specifications provided by LiPOLY are subject to change without notice. The test methods used by LiPOLY are based on the TIM Tester method and ASTM D5470 test method. These test methods are used as the definition standards for LiPOLY. Property values provided in this 
document are not for product specifications or guaranteed. This document does not guarantee the performance and quality required for the purchaser’s specific purpose. The purchaser needs to evaluate and verify the safety before using the material. We strongly recommend 
the purchaser pre-test the product and verify the performance of the product under the purchaser’s specific conditions. Liability and use of the product are the responsibility of the end user. LiPOLY makes no warranty as to the suitability, merchantability, or non-infringement of 
any LiPOLY material or product for any specific or general uses. LiPOLY shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages of any kind. All LiPOLY products are sold in accordance with the LiPOLY Terms and Conditions in e�ect at the time of purchase and a copy of which 
will be furnished upon request. All rights reserved, including LiPOLY trademarks or registered trademarks of LiPOLY or its a�iliates. Statements concerning possible or suggested uses made herein shall not be relied upon or be constructed as a guaranty of patent infringement. 
Copyright 2019 LiPOLY.


